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OFFICIAL FACTSHEET 
 
 

Street Address: Cap St Georges Hotel & Resort 
3 Maniki Street 
8570 Agios Georgios Pegeias, Paphos, Cyprus 

 

Postal Address: PO Box 66748 - 8592 Pegeia, Paphos, Cyprus 
Telephone: (+357) 26 000 000 
Fax: (+357) 26 000 999 
General Email: enquiries@capstgeorges.com 
Website: www.capstgeorges.com 

 

 

Contact Person: 
Director of Sales & Marketing: Mr. Panayiotis Markou 
Email : panayiotis.mar@capstgeorges.com 

 
 

Classification of Hotel Luxury Five-Star Hotel & Resort 
 
 

Check In Time: 15:00hrs 
Check Out Time: 12:00hrs 

 

Credit Cards Accepted  American Express, VISA, MasterCard, Diners 
Card, JCB, Union Pay and Debit Cards 

mailto:enquiries@capstgeorges.com
http://www.capstgeorges.com/
mailto:panayiotis.mar@capstgeorges.com
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OVERVIEW 
 

Location 
 

Uniquely located at the cusp of the Akamas National Park in Paphos, Cyprus, the five-star Cap 
St Georges Hotel & Resort occupies a stunning natural seafront surrounded by olive groves 
while the resort is crafted from the same distinctive Cyprus stone as the surrounding area, 
lending to the air of authentic local character. Just 25 minutes from Paphos city centre and 
40 minutes from Paphos International Airport, the luxury Resort – secluded from everyday 
life, yet still in close proximity to a host of amenities – is a haven of escape for families, leisure 
seekers, and business travellers. 

 

General Overview 
 

Redefining world-class luxury hospitality, this five-star Resort is set against breath-taking 
panoramic views of the Mediterranean, with jewel-like islands dotting the horizon and 
enveloped by verdant gardens brimming with centuries old olive trees, fragrant herbs and 
endemic flora, making Cap St Georges Hotel & Resort a sanctuary of holistic serenity. 

 
Delivering an authentic island experience, the Resort, which is crafted from natural Cyprus 
stone, has been designed to reflect the surrounding landscapes and embody the rich 
culture of the island in its every line. 

 
Amongst its extensive facilities are a 130-metre beach cove, three outdoor pools with 
sunbeds and quiet zones, a tranquil indoor pool, all-day facilities, and outdoor playground 
for younger guests. 

 

The exceptional Cleopatra Spa, with its luxury branded product lines, bespoke therapies, 
and abundance of therapy rooms, is enhanced by a fully equipped, state-of-the-art gym. 

 
At the heart of the Resort lies the Agora Village Square: a central meeting point, complete 
with themed restaurants, an all-day café, and high-end boutiques for world-class shopping. 

 
There are extensive meeting and conference facilities available to MICE and business 
travellers at the resort, which include a large 420 metre-square ballroom. 
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ACCOMMODATION 
 

Delivering some of the most expansive, premium accommodation on the island, Cap St 
Georges comprises 202 sea-facing rooms and suites, all thoughtfully curated with 
contemporary luxuries and amenities. Bathed in natural light, flooding in from the floor to 
ceiling windows, these exquisite escapes combine a chic, understated elegance, with 
tasteful references to the local Cypriot culture. 

 

Designed to cater to both couples, families and business travellers, the rooms boast 
unsurpassed upscale furnishings and are elegantly dressed in exquisite white oak and 
Crema Marfil marble. 

 

Twelve distinct room categories include a 7-bedroom Presidential Villa Suite with private 
pool, as well as interconnecting family suites and accessible rooms in each category. 

 

Guests staying in All Room Categories and Suites may make use of the following benefits: 
 
 

• Daily buffet breakfast served in Yeronisos restaurant 

• Complimentary bottle of mineral water 

• Complimentary Wi-Fi access both in room and all public areas 

• Complimentary use of the Thermal Area, Health Club, the swimming pools, and the 
beach 

• Complimentary use of Happy Seal Kidz Club and Sports facility 

• Interactive 55” flat screen 

• Nespresso coffee machine and tea facilities 

• Access to complimentary digital newspapers & magazines in many different 
languages 

• Exclusive luxury bathroom amenities 

• Electronic in-room safe (lap-top size) 
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ROOM TYPES 
Cap Thalassa Room: 

 
With private terraces facing the pool, these spacious rooms on the first floor of the hotel 
are decked out in chic neutral white oak to reflect the unique landscapes of the adjacent 
Akamas national park. Natural light floods in through panorama windows, offering 
unparalleled views of the pool area and cobalt horizon beyond. Featuring expansive 
bathrooms with elegant freestanding baths, as well as inviting king size beds and a discreet 
pull-out sofa bed, rooms can comfortably sleep up to three guests. 

 
Cap Superior Room: 

 

Designed in a chic contemporary style, with high-end touch points and subtle tones to 
complement the natural landscapes beyond large panorama windows. Located on the 
second and third floor, these rooms all boast expansive sea views, which can be enjoyed 
from beautifully furnished private balconies. Luxuriate in a moment of pure indulgence in 
the oversized free-standing bath – the piece de resistance in the elegant and spacious 
bathroom. Featuring a king size bed and a pull-out sofa bed, these rooms can 
accommodate up to three guests. 

 
Cap Deluxe Room: 

 
Boasting stunning views out over the vast expanse of Mediterranean from oversized 
panorama windows, the spectacular Cap Deluxe Rooms on the fourth and fifth floor are 
elegantly adorned in earth tones and a minimal riviera aesthetic to highlight the beautiful 
surrounding. Soak in the endless blues from the spacious private balcony, or retreat from 
reality in the irresistible king size bed. These exquisite rooms also feature expansive 
bathrooms with opulent free-standing baths and double wash basins. A pull-out sofa bed 
allows for up to three guests to sleep comfortably. 

 
 

Cap One & Two-Bedroom Suite: 
 

Retreat to our beautifully light-filled one and two-bedroom suites and find a bright, airy 
refuge where exquisite furnishings and local design elements showcase the effortless 
elegance of the Mediterranean aesthetic. Located on the fifth floor with stunning sea views 
stretching out to the horizon flood in through panorama windows. Enjoy the vista from the 
seclusion of your own private balcony, the comfort of your king size bed or even from the 
freestanding bath in the expansive bathroom. Each suite also features a separate seating 
area and pull-out sofa beds in each room. 
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Cap Family Suite: 
 

Thoughtfully designed with our family guests in mind, these spacious suites spread across 
two bedrooms, with two bathrooms and beautiful balconies all offering beautiful sea views. 
Light, natural tones reflect the views from panorama windows, highlighting the local 
artisanal touches that accentuate the sense of place. Sleeping up to six guests, the suite 
features two king size beds as well as two pull-out sofa beds. Oversized bathrooms 
accommodate the whole family, with double wash basins, separate showers and elegant 
free-standing baths complimented by special room amenities for the children. 

 

Residence Room or Residence Room Private Pool: 
 

Exuding a palpable air of understated contemporary Mediterranean elegance, our 
Residence Rooms command enviable views over the expanse of cobalt sea and sky. 
Designed with a chic minimal feel and an organic natural colour palette, these rooms are 
the epitome of uncluttered living, allowing for a space that is both airy and spacious, while 
simultaneously promoting a deep sense of relaxation. The balconies face the endless blue 
horizon, while the stylish interior space comprises of inviting king size beds, pull-out sofa 
beds and bathrooms with free-standing bath and double wash basins for extra comfort. 
Some of the Residence Rooms are available with private pool. 

Residence Panorama Room: 

Feel as though you are floating on the endless aquamarine horizon in these Residence 
Panorama rooms, where a pared-back aesthetic allows panorama windows to frame 
magnificent surrounding vistas. 

 

Extensive balconies allow for seamless indoor-outdoor living providing the ideal spot to 
soak in the famous local sunsets in total privacy. Sumptuous king size beds ensure restful 
nights, with a pull-out sofa bed to accommodate a third person. Our bathrooms comprise 
beautiful free-standing baths, separate showers, and double wash basins. 
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Residence One & Two-Bedroom Suite with Private Pool: 
 

Ideal for those seeking extra living space, our one and two-bedroom Residence Suites with 
private pools are a home away from the everyday for families, couples, or larger groups. 
Panoramic windows look out onto expansive balconies, where private pools and sun 
loungers look out over the brilliant blue of the Mediterranean. Seamlessly flowing from the 
outdoor areas into the cool contemporary interiors, separate sitting areas complement airy, 
oversized bedrooms, while bathrooms come complete with free-standing baths and double 
wash basins. 

 

“Akamas” Presidential Villa Suite, with Private Pool 
 

Sprawling across 990m² of indoor and outdoor space our Akamas presidential villa suite is 
an exclusive sanctuary of seclusion rising loftily from the surrounding landscape. 

 

Guests can enjoy unparalleled views from the private infinity-edge pool with dimensions 
(20m x 5m), incorporated jacuzzi (6m x 4m) and extended sun terrace, while Panorama 
windows bring the stunning natural surroundings into the villa, creating a seamless 
connection between the expansive outdoor veranda and the cool, calming interiors. Inside, 
a refined design aesthetic permeates in the exquisite 7- bedroom Villa. Where unique local 
artisanal touches complement contemporary high luxury touchpoints to create a feeling of 
airy spaciousness and understated elegance. 

 
The palatial interior includes a bar, private entertainment, and dining areas as well as chic 
living spaces. Accommodating up to 18 guests, the 7 bedrooms feature sumptuous king- 
sized beds and private ensuite bathrooms. 

 

Exclusive services such as private dining, your own Personal Lifestyle Curator and 24-hour 
security are also available to ensure your ultimate comfort and privacy. 
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202 ROOMS & SUITES (163 ROOMS & 39 SUITES) 

ACCOMMODATION TYPE UNITS SIZE TOTAL OCC ADULT OCC CHILD OCC BABY 
COT 

  m2 MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

Cap Thalassa Room 3 57 1 3 1 3 0 1 1 

Accessible Cap Thalassa Room 4 57 1 3 1 2 0 1 1 

Cap Superior Room 25 57 1 3 1 3 0 1 1 

Accessible Cap Superior Room 4 57 1 3 1 2 0 1 1 

Cap Deluxe Room 22 58 1 3 1 3 0 1 1 

Accessible Cap Deluxe Room 2 58 1 3 1 2 0 1 1 

Residence Room 34 52 1 3 1 3 0 1 1 

Residence Room with Private Pool 18 54 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 

Cap Family Suite 14 114 1 6 1 4 1 4 1 

Residence Panorama Room 51 52 1 3 1 3 0 1 0 

Cap One Bedroom Suite 4 116 1 3 1 3 0 1 1 

Cap Two Bedroom Suite 4 174 1 6 1 4 0 4 1 

Residence One Bedroom with Private Pool 8 120 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 

Residence Two Bedroom Suite with Private Pools (2) 8 179 1 6 1 6 0 0 0 

Akamas Presidential Seven- Bedroom Villa Suite Sea View & 
Private Pool 

1 990 1 18 1 12 1 8 4 

 

*Baby cot replaces extra bed. 
 
 

TRANSPORTATION 
 

From Distance Time By 

Larnaca International Airport 148km 110 minutes Limousine / Car 

Paphos International Airport 33km 40 minutes Limousine / Car 
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ROOM FACILITIES – QUICK OVERVIEW 
 

DESCRIPTION YES NO REMARK  DESCRIPTION YES NO REMARK 

Air-Conditioning ✓   Iron/Ironing Board ✓  Upon Request 

24-hour In-Room Dining ✓   Laundry Services ✓  Extra Charge 

 
Alarm Clock 

 
✓ 

  Length of Bed 
(King/Twin) 

 
✓ 

  
2m x 2m/1m x 2m 

Baby Accessories   On Request Mini Bar / Fridge ✓ 
 Extra Charge 

Baby Cot   On Request Nespresso Machine ✓   

Bath Robes ✓   PC Connection Point ✓  Wi-Fi 

Bath/Shower Gel ✓   Rain Shower ✓   

Central Heating ✓   Safe/Deposit Box ✓   

Clothes Brush ✓   Scales ✓   

Cooking Facilities  ✓  Sewing Kit ✓   

Double Glazing ✓   Shampoo ✓   

 
Dry Cleaning Services 

 
✓ 

 Extra 
Charge 

 
Shoeshine Kit 

 
✓ 

  

Duvets ✓   Shower Cap ✓   

Flat Screen LCD TV 55” ✓   Stationery ✓   

Hairdryer ✓   Tea Facilities ✓   

IPTV ✓   Turn Down Service ✓   

 
In-Room Bathtubs 

 
✓ 

 Free 
Standing 

 
Umbrella 

 
✓ 

  
On Request 

International Direct 
Dialling 

 
✓ 

  Wireless Internet 
Access 

 
✓ 

  
Complimentary 
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HOTEL FACILITIES – QUICK OVERVIEW 
 

DESCRIPTION YES NO REMARK  DESCRIPTION YES NO REMARK 

24-hour Porter ✓   Hairdresser /Barber ✓   

Bar ✓   Gardens ✓   

Baby Sitting ✓  On Request Ice  ✓ Room Service 

Banquet Hall ✓   Internet ✓   

Bar Snacks ✓   Hotel Shop ✓   

Butler Service  ✓ On Request Lifts ✓   

Car Hire Desk  ✓ Guest Services Limousine Service ✓  On Request 

Café ✓   Meeting Rooms ✓   

 
Guest Services 

 
✓ 

  Non-Smoking 
Rooms 

 
✓ 

  
All Rooms/Hotel 

Deposit Boxes ✓   Pets Allowed ✓  Dogs Only 

Disco ✓   Resident Doctor ✓  On Call 
Entertainment ✓   Restaurants ✓   

Fax Machine ✓   In Room Dining ✓  24 hours 

Fine Dining Restaurant ✓   Secretarial Services ✓  On Request 

Flower Shop  ✓ On Request Shoeshine Service ✓  Complimentary 

Foreign Currency 
Exchange 

 
✓ 

  Special Dietary 
Meals 

 
✓ 

  
On Request 

Foreign Newspapers 
Press Reader (Digital) 

 
✓ 

  
Complimentary 

 
Sightseeing Tours 

 
✓ 

  
Guest Services 

Parking ✓  Complimentary Travel Desk ✓  Guest Services 

Gift Shop ✓   Valet Parking ✓   

 

Lobby 
 

Raising the benchmark upon which the rest of your stay can be measured the show- 
stopping lobby is an exquisite feat of architectural and design innovation. Centuries-old 
olive trees line the drive up to this dramatic entrance standing proud like an ancient guard 
of honour, the beautifully designed building clad in local Cyprus stone, a nod to the local 
heritage and natural surroundings. 

 

Once inside, find yourself transported to a world away from the everyday in a grand, light- 
filled space, with soaring ceilings, rich marble cladding and full-length windows offering a 
180-degree view of the Mediterranean Sea. An elevated grand piano provides a serene 
soundscape while a sparkling Lasvit chandelier running the length of the lobby, dances in 
the natural light from sunrise to spectacular sunset. 
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DINING 
 

Kohili Beach Bar 
 

Kohili, the Greek word for ‘shell’, is an enchanting alcove for exquisite beachside dining and 
barefoot adventures. Discerning diners can soak up the picturesque views across the lush 
gardens to the sea at this coastal haven. Whet your appetite with innovative summer 
recipes and cool down with exotic refreshments. Taste the artistry of summer on your 
palate, savoring our very owns signature innovative cocktails that beckon with every sip. Let 
exotic elixirs, meticulously crafted by our barmen, master alchemists of mixology, quench 
your thirst as the sun birds farewell. 
Sink your toes in the sand to the rhythm of inspirational musicians and explore mesmerizing 
shisha flavours. Allow your heart to lead you to Kohili Beach Bar for sun-kissed moments 
marked by destiny. 
  
Dress Code: 
Resort Casual & Beach Wear 
  
Hours of operation: 
Summer season only 
Monday – Sunday - 09:00 – 22:00  

Kohili Restaurant Bar 

A dining experience evoking the wonders of the Mediterranean Kohili Restaurant is a 
sensory journey through the aromas, images and flavours of chic beachside living. The 
discerning palate can island-hop across the Mediterranean, with creative culinary 
interpretations of freshly sourced fish and seafood. The sommelier’s favourite wine and 
champagne labels will grace your every celebration from day to night. 

 

With its canopy of olive trees and an uninterrupted vista of the St. George coastline       Kohili 
is an epicurean indulgence beyond measure. 

 

Dress Code:  
Resort Casual  
  
Seating Capacity:  
Indoor 52 seats + 140 Outdoor seats  
  
Hours of operation:  
Monday – Sunday: 12:30-22:00 
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Gelato  
 

Gelato spatulas whip up delectable ice cream towers before your eyes in the Agora. Gelato 
is the exquisite café in the hotel’s Agora square, where every sweet tooth craving is fulfilled. 
In addition to crepes, cakes, and handcrafted pastries. A selection of artisanal coffees 
complements these sweet treats. 

 

Dress Code: 
Resort Casual 
  
Seating Capacity: 
Indoor 26 seats + 28 Outdoor seats 

 

Hours of operation: 
Monday – Sunday 09:00-22:00 

Bonsai 

Enjoy the nuanced flavours of the Orient at Bonsai restaurant, offering a contemporary nod 
to delectable Asian cuisine. Let the fragrant aromas and spices of the East dance across 
your palate with their pirouettes of flavour set against a backdrop of exquisite marble. Your 
personal chef will entertain you with unique teppanyaki skills that bring a touch of magic to 
each individual teppanyaki station while sushi experts prepare their intricate creations 
behind the bar. To complement your meal, guests are invited to enjoy the exquisite flavours 
of fine Japanese sake, wine, and whisky. 

 

Dress Code: 
Resort Casual 
  
Seating Capacity: 
Indoor 74 seats + 70 Outdoor seats 

 
Hours of operation: 
6 days a week 
19:00-22:00 
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Sapori 
 

Named after the Italian word for ‘flavours’, Sapori offers a whistle-stop tour of Italy’s rich 
array of gastronomic regions. The intimate venue delivers a quintessential trattoria 
experience, with rustic stone walls and a mouth-watering menu of exceptional Italian fare 
garnished with hearty servings of world class hospitality. 

 

The menu is a celebration of beloved Italian recipes characterised by authentic notes of 
truffle, rosemary and pesto to name just a few. Carefully crafted pastas and pizzas, delicious 
meats and succulent seafood dishes are paired with a premium selection of best-in-class 
names from the Italian, Cypriot and international wine scenes. 

 
Dress Code: 
Resort Casual 
  
Seating Capacity: 
Indoor 40 seats + 48 Outdoor seats 

 
Hours of operation: 
6 days a week 
19:00-22:00 

 
Yeronisos 

 

At Yeronisos restaurant, you can enjoy the breakfast experience you desire. Each morning a 
daily buffet breakfast offers mouth-watering flavours from around the globe. You can also 
enjoy breakfast on the terrace or in the luxurious interior space which features white oak 
pillars shaped like trees and a Calcatta Gold marble buffet station. 
  
Dress Code:  
Resort Casual  
  
Seating Capacity:  
Indoor & Outdoor 181 seats  
  
Hours of operation:  
Open daily 
07:00-10:30 
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Thalassa Pool bar  
 

The first port of call on a sultry summer’s day, Thalassa Pool bar offers a thoughtfully 
curated selection of enticing small bites, chilled juices, smoothies, and exquisitely crafted 
cocktails. Refresh your palate as you luxuriate on a sun lounger poolside or under the cool 
shade of the casual outdoor seating area, all set against the scenic backdrop of the 
Mediterranean Sea. 
  
Dress Code: 
Resort Casual & Beach Wear 
  
Seating Capacity: 
160 Outdoor seats 

 

Hours of operation: 
Summer season only 
Monday – Sunday 09:00 – 19:30 

Chroma Lounge and Lobby Bar 

Chroma Lounge & Bar's 180-degree views of the sea can be enjoyed from the terrace in a 
way that is unlike any other. Breath-taking panoramas are complemented by exceptional 
design elements, with an elegant Nero Marquina marble bar and show stopping Lasvit 
chandelier. Enjoy a coffee, drink, or snack at this exquisite destination outlet, perfect for 
both morning business meetings, refined afternoon teas or intimate family moments. Then, 
as dusk falls, enjoy the romance of beautiful sunsets accompanied by music played on an 
elevated grand piano or live music. 

 

Dress Code: 
Resort Casual 
Seating Capacity: 
Indoor & Outdoor 220 seats 

 
Hours of operation: 
Open daily: Monday – Sunday 09:00-01:00 
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Sky Seven Restaurant 
 

Sumptuous surroundings meet world-class cuisine at Sky Seven Restaurant - the pinnacle 
destination for pure culinary artistry. Dine in the sultry warm glow of magical sunsets, or 
captivating starlit skies at this exceptional epicurean experience offering unparalleled 
panoramic views of the Mediterranean. 

 

Dress Code: 
Resort Smart Casual 

 
Seating Capacity: 
32 Indoor seats 

Kids not allowed 

Hours of operation: 
Open daily: Monday – Sunday 20:00- 23:00 

 
 
 

Notice: 
 

* The management reserves the right to changes of the above without prior notice. 
* Allergen Menu’s available. 
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SWIMMING POOLS 
 

Get a taste of island life with a refreshing dip in our shimmering swimming pools adorned 
with Marazzi Piedra tiles. Our luxury resort offers three outdoor pools surrounded by lush 
gardens, as well as one indoor pool in our health and wellness centre. Bask in the golden 
warmth of the sun, sink into the comfort of a chaise longue, and let our discreet attendants 
cater to your every whim. 

 

The Fun Pool 
Offering a safe, lively environment for our younger guests to splash away the day, the Fun 
Pool is designed specifically for families with children, opening daily from 09:00 until 18:00. 
  
The Happy Seal Kidz Pool 
Reserved for our smallest and most special visitors, the Happy Seal Kidz Pool is a treasure 
trove of fun and games, closely supervised by our friendly, expertly trained staff, opening 
daily from 09:00 until 18:00. 
  
Thalassa Olympic Swimming Pool 
Set against the glittering waters of the Mediterranean our expansive Olympic Swimming 
Pool comes complete with personal to-the-lounger catering. Feast on fine cuisine and even 
finer views as the sun arcs overhead and sets into the indigo horizon.  
  
The Indoor Nautilus Spa Pool 
Located within the cool confines of our Cleopatra Spa, the subtle lighting, exquisite tiling, 
and minimalist interior of the Indoor Spa Pool is a true escape from the everyday, complete 
with therapeutic hydrotherapy whirlpools for the ultimate relaxation.  

 

The Olive Grove Relaxation Zone 
 

Unwind in serene olive groves, fragrant with aromatic lavender and rosemary, from the 
secluded surroundings of this exclusive Relaxation Zone. Let daily doubts dissolve as the sea 
breeze whispers words of peace through the leaves. 

 
BEACH 
Kafizis Beach 

 

Mere seconds from our tranquil grounds lies Kafizis Beach, recipient of a Blue Flag 
excellence award for its cleanliness and natural aspect. Explore the location’s flourishing 
reefs, paddle your canoe to the encircling white cliffs or relax to the murmur of the surf as 
you enjoy a bite to eat and a long, cool drink at the water’s edge. 
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Quiet Zone Beach 
 

At the Quiet Zone Beach, shaded sunbeds and oversized parasols create a sanctuary of 
tranquil seclusion. Our beach butlers are discreetly on hand to serve you fresh organic fruit 
from the resort’s orchards and cater to your every need. 

 
 

The Happy Seal Kidz Club 
 

Specially designed to ensure our youngest guests enjoy their stay at our resort just as much 
their elders, the supervised children’s outdoor pool and the Happy Seal Kidz Club is 
designed to delight and entertain. Children from the ages of three to twelve will revel in the 
host of learning-oriented activities organised and supervised by our expert staff. 

 

In the evening, the Happy Seal Kidz Club offers a dedicated childminding service should you 
and your partner desire a romantic evening alone. During the day the Club guarantees non- 
stop activities for your children as they learn, explore, and make new friends. 

 
Shopping 

 
Located at the entrance of the atmospheric Agora square, FIRST Boutique features a 
curated selection of exquisite fashion goods from world class luxury global brands, as well 
as exquisite artisanal Mediterranean pieces from local, high-end designer boutiques. 

 

Alongside FIRST is Kosmima – our exquisite jewellery boutique, which offers fine jewellery 
as well as first class watches – guests can also explore Magasi, our artisanal food market 
with its premium range of organic local products and hand-crafted souvenirs. 

 

Cinema 
 

What better way to while away long balmy summer evenings than with an al fresco, family- 
friendly movie night under the stars at our open-air cinema at the Agora square. Grab your 
homemade popcorn from next-door Gelato then gather around the oversized outdoor 
cinema screen, settle in and relax for an evening of entertainment. 
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Gaming Lounge 
 

Welcome to our Gaming Lounge, the perfect destination for kids and adults of all ages! 
Located in the Agora Square, this state-of-the-art facility features 16 professional 
computers, large screens and 4 PlayStation 5 consoles. Our high-tech equipment ensures a 
gamer or just starting out, you’ll love our wide selection of games and top-of-the-line 
equipment. Bring the whole family and let the fun begin! 

 

Cap St Georges Hotel & Resort Sports & Activities 
 

For our active sports enthusiasts, the resort offers various facilities for both independent 
and team training. Our sports grounds boast three tennis courts where our experienced 
coaches can teach you the topspin, a slide, or the down-the-line backhand. 

 

For those who desire more intense gameplay we have two paddle tennis courts available as 
well as a mini football court. We are proud to have two of our very own UEFA sized football 
pitches, and a state-of-the-art Archery range for professional use. 

 
For fans of the beach life there is a beach volleyball court where guests of all ages can join 
in the fun. Those who prefer more of a bounce to the ball will enjoy teaming up on our full- 
specification basketball court and two volleyball courts. Our table tennis tournaments are 
also a favourite for all-ages. 

 
Around the Resort Activities 

 

Looking for exciting activities to do during your stay at our resort? While our resort offers 
plenty of fun for all ages, there's even more to discover in the surrounding area. Join one of 
our expert tour guides and explore a variety of archaeological, historical, cultural, and 
natural sites. 

 
From visiting the ancient baths of Adonis to embarking on a thrilling excursion through the 
Avakas Gorge trail, our curated selection of experiences is truly endless. Nature enthusiasts 
can watch baby turtles hatch in Lara Bay with a qualified conservationist tour guide, hike 
the circular Trail of Aphrodite (a must-see from March to May due to its stunning 
panoramic views and rare wildlife sightings), or charter a fishing boat and head out to sea. 
Within walking distance, you can discover the stunning Sea Caves, which is the breeding 
ground and home to the Monachous Monachous Seals. Mediterranean monk seal is the 
rarest of the seal species found in the world, making this experience truly unique and 
memorable. 
Enjoy all of this and more on this beautiful island and make lasting memories. 
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MEETING & EVENTS 
As a part of our integrated meeting and events offering, we provide a variety of exceptional 
venues, the latest cutting-edge technology and top tier services which differentiate our 
meetings and events from all others. 
For events designed to impress choose from our many versatile spaces, including elegant 
ballrooms, stylish smaller venues, and smart meeting rooms, each serenely lit, spacious and 
modern. Always on hand to bring your vision to life our highly skilled team can coordinate 
any occasion. From lavish dinners to impressive corporate meetings, you can rest assured 
that every finite detail will be perfectly executed. 

 
The Romeo Ballroom 
With its bespoke theatrical stage, soaring ceilings and superb acoustics the Romeo Ballroom 
is perfect for your grand event. The largest and most architecturally significant of our 
interior spaces, this exquisite ballroom can host up to 250 (theatre style) persons within its 
420 m2 seating area, ideal for major conferences, sophisticated exhibitions, social 
gatherings, and luxurious banquets. 

 
The ‘Dias’ Room 
Located on the same floor as the Ballroom, this 170 m2 space allows for versatile 
arrangements and can be easily adapted to accommodate a range of events from mid-scale 
meetings to intimate banquets and private receptions. Distinguished by its chic design and 
elegant style the Dias Room holds a total of 125 persons (theatre style) or can be discreetly 
divided into two areas to accommodate 20 and 32 persons respectively. 

 

Syndicate Rooms within the ‘Dias’ Room 
Two syndicate rooms are available within the DIAS conference room and can accommodate 
12 and 24 people respectively (theatre style). 

 
The ‘Ira’ Room 
Echoing the tranquil palette of the soft white sands outside, the Ira Room delivers expert 
functionality to cater for events of up to 225 persons (theatre style) and can easily be 
adapted to suit social functions, corporate events, and exhibitions. 

 
The ‘Panorama’ Function Room 
When it comes to hosting a grand event or a corporate get-together there’s no such thing 
as one-size-fits-all. Designed in the clouds, this stunning location exceeds every 
expectation. For intimate gatherings consider the Panorama Room; a 269 m2 space which 
can host up to 100 persons (reception style). Ideal for celebrating special occasions with 
your cherished loved ones this seventh floor space offers a spectacular backdrop of golden 
sunsets over azure horizons and the eastern Mediterranean. 
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WEDDING & CORPORATE VENUE 
 

For sumptuous wedding parties and exquisite events on the shores of the Mediterranean, 
our sister property, Coral Residences Weddings, can host up to 300 persons seated and 700 
standing. 

 

Whatever the occasion our state-of-the-art facilities combine cutting-edge technology with 
a dedicated team of expert, to guarantee an exceptional corporate or social function that 
will go down in history as a resounding success. 

 
When it comes to hosting a grand event or a corporate get-together there’s no such thing 
as one-size-fits-all. Which is why we’ve designed this endlessly flexible outdoor venue set 
against a stunning natural backdrop that can be customised according to your needs to host 
any capacity and exceed every expectation. 

 

HOLISTIC HEALTH & WELLNESS 
 

As a destination for holistic wellbeing and sensory bliss our health and wellness facilities 
feature an exquisite spa, large indoor pool, and a fully equipped health club that employs 
the very latest cutting-edge equipment. 

 
Cleopatra Spa 

 
Sprawling across some 2,585m2 on the ground floor of the hotel, our world class spa is a 
tranquil haven of physical perfection and spiritual balance where exceptional treatments 
integrate with cutting-edge practices and premium products. Step inside this sumptuous, 
Verde Guatemala green marble clad sanctuary and you embark on the ultimate bespoke 
journey to enhanced wellness, beauty, and serenity. 

 

Our unsurpassed facilities include a spacious indoor spa pool, hydrotherapy whirlpool, and 
cold plunge pools as well as an expansive lounge space, thermal saunas, steam rooms, and 
aromatherapy experience showers; eight treatment rooms, two Private VIP suites and 
signature Rasoul mud treatment chambers. 

 
In the hands of our expert therapists’ bespoke treatments inspired by indulgent global 
rituals and premium products from the world’s most high-end result-driven brands, 
including Valmont, Cinq Mondes and Kypwell, will deliver a truly transformative experience, 
fit for the most beautiful queen the world has ever known. 
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Nautilus Fitness Centre 
 

Combining expansive high-end facilities, together with the very best in cutting-edge fitness 
technology, our state-of-the-art Nautilus gym is the perfect place to achieve your fitness 
goals. With top of the range Nautilus branded equipment spread across two spacious 
training rooms the gym also features an indoor pool area while expert personal trainers are 
on-hand to support your progress. Individual and group classes in Yoga, Pilates, and Kangoo 
Jumps & Fitness, are also available to be pre-booked at the Spa. 

 

BESPOKE LOCAL EXPERIENCES FOR DISCERNING EXPLORERS 
 

Enhance your stay, by immersing yourself in local culture and tradition, with our 
thoughtfully curated selection of exclusive and quintessentially Cypriot, bespoke activities. 

 

Horse-Riding 
 

Our very own horseback riding club George’s Horse Ranch offers guests a chance to 
experience their surroundings from the saddle. A gentle ride will take you through breath- 
taking scenery, passing soaring white cliffs and dramatic shipwrecks as you take in the 
rugged beauty of the coastline. From total beginners to intermediate riders the ranch offers 
an array of friendly horses and ponies and there are instructors to suit every learning style. 

 

Electric Bicycle Station 
 

Our Electric Bicycle Station is equipped with top-of-the-range electric cycles, bookable 
through our Guest Services. Sustainable and eco-friendly, these bikes are perfect for 
exploring the picturesque seafront pathways and awe-inspiring coastline around the hotel. 
Our Concierge can also book mountain bicycles should those of an adventurous spirit wish 
to tackle the more thrilling off-road mountain terrain. 

 
Private Yacht Excursions 

 
Discover the beauty of the Akamas Peninsula and the protected Natura 2000 / Akamas 
National Park conservation area on, a fully serviced, private yacht excursion. Escape into a 
world of crystal-clear waters and picturesque landscapes as our friendly sea captain takes 
you on a journey from coast to coast stopping at remote sea caves and offering incredible 
views along the way. 
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You’ll spend a luxurious day sunbathing and snorkelling, or dining and drinking in the 
comfort of the yacht’s luxurious interior spaces. There is also the option to customize your 
journey with on-board staff such as a private DJ, chef, bartender, masseuse, or fun water 
sports and sea toys to satisfy your thirst for adventure. 

 

Private yacht excursions can be booked through our Guest Services and are subject to 
weather conditions. 

 
Perivoli 
  
Our very own sustainable fruit, vegetable, and herb garden 

 

Our Perivoli, a term derived from the Greek for ‘garden’, is one of the resort’s proudest 
innovations. Overflowing with local Mediterranean produce, evergreen vegetable crops, 
fragrant herbs and colourful citrus, the gardens offer everything from ruby tomatoes to 
delicious aubergines and courgettes, aromatic basil and rosemary, refreshing watermelons, 
and succulent sultana grapes. 

 
All this and more are produced sustainably in the 44,000 square-metre gardens, and all 
(including your fresh eggs at breakfast!) are destined for use at our resort’s delectable 
restaurants. 

 

Harvesting takes place weekly, conducted by a dedicated member of staff who is an expert 
on horticulture in the area. Guests are invited to participate in this one-of-a-kind farm-to- 
table concepts and enjoy the soothing benefits of gardening or precious family moments to 
remember. 

 

Depending on the season, try your hand at picking and pressing olives into oil; harvesting 
grapes during a winery visit; collecting plump figs; oranges, lemons and apples or sign up for 
a pottery workshop or cookery lesson. 

 
Liquid Gold - Olive Harvesting 

 

For millennia Cyprus has been synonymous with the olive tree, the universal symbol of 
peace. Taking place from October until January, the annual harvest has its roots firmly 
planted in the ancient history of the island. Join local olive growers in their groves as they 
gather their crop; learn about the fascinating array of olive varieties as well as their many 
different uses and revel in the ancient process of oil making. 
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Sweetest Drop – Beekeeping 
 

Akamas honey is 100% derived from flower nectar, which lends this golden wonder an 
utterly delectable, entirely unique aroma. Many of the island’s hives have been in the same 
family for generations and local apiarists are a rich repository of arcane knowledge. Put on a 
beekeeper’s suit and be thrilled by these timeless traditions as you learn about the life of 
bees and their exquisitely sweet extraction. 

 
Traditional cheese-making & tasting 

 

There’s nothing quite like fresh, warm halloumi or anari straight from the pot. Get a taste of 
this delicious tradition and discover just how these distinctive local cheeses are made. Not 
only will you experience the process from start to finish but you’ll also be able to savor 
delicious samples for yourself! 

 
Ancient Vines – Cyprus Wine Tasting 

 
Viticulture is the beating heart of Cyprus: an age-old tradition borne from the rich soils and 
balmy climate. Take an enchanting journey through time with an exclusive tour of the 
ancient wine villages and explore the island’s world-renowned wine varietals, from the crisp 
white Xynisteri to the royal vintage of Commandaria. 

 

Mediterranean Spirit - Fishing Adventure 
 

Experience the warm Cyprus hospitality and unmatched knowledge of our local fisherman 
on an exclusive private boat tour out on a traditional fishing vessel. Journey out into the 
Mediterranean where the watery blue depths hold an array of aquatic secrets. Unlock the 
key to this hidden world as you learn about the unique local ways of fishing followed by a 
delightful seafood lunch. 


